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Chapter 2281: Can he really win 

"You, you can't do it!" 

"Emperor Yuanmingzhou will definitely get news soon, returning to Yuanming universe to stop you!" 

"Maybe when he leaves the Heavenly Jade Continent, he will kill you easily!!" 

"..." 

Emperor Zhou shook his head in disbelief, looking at Su Lang as if looking at a lunatic. 

"Humph!" 

"Emperor Yiyuan Mingzhou is proud of his heart, how can he do it to me?" 

"What's more, he didn't know that it was me who was doing things in Yuanming Universe and other ten 

natural universes!" 

"He will only think that a stronger enemy is eyeing him!" 

Su Lang glanced faintly at Emperor Emperor Zhou, with a hint of playfulness in his eyes. 

"..." 

The immortal Emperor Zhou was speechless. 

She knew that what Su Lang said was indeed the case. 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou didn't even know that Su Lang was playing a ghost. 

I would only think that a powerful enemy invaded, and then rushed back in a hurry. 

How can you care about Su Lang, the ‘ant’ that can be killed at any time? 

"Understand." 

"Even if I can't kill Yuan Mingzhou Emperor now!" 

Su Lang laughed, "But, I have already started to play with him!" 

Hear this. 

Emperor Zhou immediately felt his whole body stand upside down, his hair was horrified, and his gaze at 

Su Lang was full of tremors! 

so horrible! 

This man was obviously just a half-step eternity, but he just showed the signs of playing with the eternal 

realm powerhouse! 

Half-step eternal calculation of the real eternal state! 

This is absolutely unprecedented in the natural universe! 
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"He said he wants to win Yuan Mingzhou Emperor!" 

"Could it be that he really can win!?" 

"Emperor Yuan Mingzhou, it hunted a whole nine natural universes, and controlled the existence of ten 

natural universes!" 

"Su Lang..." 

Emperor Zhou stared at Su Lang, the pupils in his eyes suddenly shrank, and they kept shaking! 

At this time. 

Su Lang sent his treasure hunting ancestral flying back to Yuanming Universe with a thought. 

He wants to expand all the other nine natural universes into dispatchable maps in a short time. 

Therefore, the treasure hunting ancestral glider will not stay in it for long. 

at this time. 

The treasure hunting ancestor glider has opened up a dispatchable map in the fierce natural universe, 

and once again appears in the Yuanming universe! 

And this time. 

The guards of Shikonggang haven't even finished the expression of horror. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider once again appeared on the evil superstar. 

But Su Lang still didn't let it make trouble immediately. 

Instead, he went to the second time and space port through the super star teleportation array on the 

evil star! ! 

In the land of exile. 

Su Lang waited for a while, and then the treasure hunt Ancestral Flying Gathering ended. 

A new time and space port suddenly appeared before his eyes! 

"It's You Gu Time and Space Port!" 

"He really wants to attack the rest of the natural universe!" 

"It's getting started, he's stepping on it now!" 

Immortal Emperor Zhou looked at the picture displayed by Su Lang, and endless stormy waves rose in 

his heart. 

At this time. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider used the same method to enter the natural universe of Yougu, 

then opened up a dispatchable map and immediately returned to the source of the universe. 



Next. 

Just repeating this approach, one after another opened up nine dispatchable maps of the natural 

universe. 

Because no one has seen the treasure hunting ancestor glider from beginning to end. 

Therefore, the guards are very hesitant. 

They don't know whether they should take more drastic measures to block the teleportation array and 

conduct detailed and rigorous investigations. 

When all the guards of the Nine Times and Airports found out that they were abnormal, their 

frustrations became more and more serious, and only then did they discuss the beginning of a blockade 

investigation. 

however. 

At this time, the treasure hunting ancestral flying has completely completed the stepping points of the 

other nine natural universes! 

Since then. 

He can make the treasure hunting ancestral flying fly freely to send back and forth in the nine natural 

universes! 

Even if there is no time and space port, no time and space channel, it can be done! 

At this moment. 

After the treasure hunting ancestral glider finished stepping on it, he returned to the source of the 

universe, the evil superstar! 

"Look at it, the show begins!" 

Su Lang smiled lightly and thought, and the treasure hunting ancestral glider immediately flew towards 

the two guards! 

However, the two guards were discussing something with all expressions of surprise. 

The next moment! 

Chapter 2282: The power of treasure hunting ancestral flying 

The clothes on their bodies and the weapons in their hands disappeared! ! 

The successful treasure hunting ancestor flying horses kept running, and immediately flew towards the 

rest of the targets. In a flash, a large number of early powers suffered. 

Immediately, the Supreme Emperor suffered again. 

See this scene. 

Emperor Zhou couldn't help but his eyes widened. 
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The treasures and weapons of those half-step eternal, primordial warriors are all top treasures in the 

Yuanming universe. 

At this time, they were all snatched by the treasure hunting ancestral glider! 

"what a pity." 

"The treasure hunting ancestor glider can't search for the treasures in the universe of the living warrior's 

life." 

"Only the prey killed by me or the clone can be perfectly plundered." 

Su Lang shook his head with regret, and immediately issued a brand new order to the treasure hunting 

ancestral glider. 

then. 

The next scene. 

Directly make Immortal Emperor Zhou take a cold breath! 

Because, after the treasure hunting ancestral flying robbed these people, they started to attack the evil 

star! 

It first attacked the buildings on the evil giant star that were built with rare materials. 

Seeing it pass through a brilliant tower, the tower disappeared out of thin air and directly entered Su 

Lang's storage space! 

The buildings that can be erected on the evil superstar are all made by rare treasures! 

therefore. 

In the hands of the treasure hunt ancestral glider. 

The cities on the fierce star are disappearing one after another! 

Such a horrible scene. 

Immediately aroused the horror of countless people on the ferocious superstar, including the two half-

step eternal powerhouses! 

"what happened!!" 

"Oh my God, my clothes are gone!" 

"My home is gone. I am taking a bath. First the house is gone, and then the bathtub is gone. Even the 

liquid for medicated baths is gone, so I am gone!" 

"My God, look, the whole city has disappeared!" 

"Oh my god, what happened?" 

"..." 



On the fierce superstar, countless warriors shouted in horror, talking, and they only felt that the world is 

about to change drastically! 

"damn it!" 

"What the **** is this going on!?" 

"The more than ninety-three million cities have all disappeared, but all the valuable materials have 

disappeared!" 

"Only buildings made of the most common earth and rocks can survive the disaster!" 

"Damn it, did you find out, signs of the disappearance of the city are spreading towards us!" 

"I want to see what the **** is it!!" 

"..." 

The two half-step eternal powerhouses of the fierce superstar Shikonggang are extremely angry talking 

about. 

They unfolded their spiritual thoughts, and were extremely cautious. 

Because this time the treasure hunt ancestral glider did not cover up at all, plundering wildly. 

Therefore, the two statues can judge the location of the treasure hunting ancestral glider by showing 

signs of disappearing through the city for half an eternity. 

After trying my best to use spiritual exploration. 

Two half-step eternal powerhouses finally see clearly what is destroying 

——A little flying squirrel with dark body and three golden lines on the back! ! 

"Fast speed!" 

"This, this is the speed far surpassing ours, the speed of the eternal realm!" 

"God, what the **** is this!" 

"Quickly, start the formation to stop it!!!" 

"..." 

Two and a half-step eternal strong men saw the real body of the treasure hunting ancestor glider, and 

they were shocked and unbelievable! 

It was the first time they saw something so strange. 

He clearly doesn't have the slightest spiritual power in his body, but he can have the speed of the 

eternal realm, this is simply a fantasy! ! 

however. 

The fact is in front of them. 



The black gold-patterned flying squirrel looted everything frantically and collected all the valuable 

treasures on the ground in a short time. 

Immediately after. 

It is eyeing the time and space port! ! 

The space-time port is a building that permanently maintains the passage of time and space in the 

natural universe. 

In order to create a space-time port, I don’t know how many materials are used! 

It can be said. 

At this time, the airport is definitely the most valuable thing on the evil superstar! 

As the forbidden land of Yuanming Universe, Time and Space Harbor is not only guarded by two and a 

half steps of eternal powerhouses, but also guarded by countless formations! 

at this time. 

Under the control of two half-step eternal guardians. 

Countless formations have emerged, layer upon layer, row upon row, countless! 

but...... 

Chapter 2283: It's over, he started to tear it down 

but...... 

Two and a half-step eternal guards thundered, and a jaw-dropping scene happened! 

However, I saw that the weird black flying squirrel had passed through countless array barriers in an 

instant! 

No matter how powerful the formation is. 

The black gold-pattern flying squirrel can pass directly through as if nothing was left! 

"what!!" 

"How is this possible!" 

"These formations are all of the primordial level, containing countless great powers!!" 

"Even, there is a half-step eternal combined formation in it!" 

"What is the origin of that little flying squirrel, it can ignore the formation that our Yuanming Universe 

has spent countless years on!" 

"Damn it, it rushed over, its target is the time and space port, quickly, kill it!" 

"..." 
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The two half-step eternal guards looked at the treasure hunting ancestral glider in disbelief, and their 

eyes were about to fall out of shock. 

Soon. 

Looking at the treasure hunting ancestral flying closer and closer. 

When the two and a half steps of the eternal strong were horrified, they brazenly launched a terrifying 

attack! 

The first is the super time rule that is eternally mastered in half a step! 

The power of time second only to the Avenue of Time, together with the Avenue of Space, formed an 

endless turbulent flow of time and space, blocking the treasure hunting ancestral flying! 

There are also other magical powers and great powers, forming countless attacks and barriers, trying to 

stop the treasure hunting ancestral flying! 

however! ! 

Still no effect! 

Regardless of the attacking methods of the two powerhouses, or the defensive blocking methods, it has 

no effect on the treasure hunting ancestral glider. 

Even the terrifying turbulence of time and space can't make the treasure hunting ancestral glider get a 

little hindered. 

in a blink! 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider flew over countless distances and rushed to the space-time harbor 

building. 

"No, it's impossible!" 

"What the **** is this, and why our attacks have no effect on him!" 

"Unbelievable, unbelievable, even in the real eternal realm, we must use various methods to disperse 

us!" 

"Damn, he rushed to the body of Time and Space Harbor!" 

"It's over, he started to tear it down!!" 

"..." 

The two half-step eternal guards were so shocked that their thinking was about to freeze. 

Immediately after. 

They watched with extreme horror as Su Lang's treasure hunting ancestor glider dug down a mountain-

like part on the body of Time Kong Port. 

"Boom!!" 



A roar came from above the time and space port. 

Immediately, the natural universe space-time channel resembling the black sun trembled violently! 

"fast!" 

"Contact your Majesty Yuan Mingzhou!" 

"Only His Majesty the Emperor Hades can stop him!" 

"..." 

The two half-step eternal level powerhouses saw the time and space port being damaged, and 

immediately trembled all over, and began to contact Yuan Mingzhou Emperor! 

but. 

They are just half-step eternal strong. 

And Emperor Yuanmingzhou is far in the boundless universe, separated by the time and space barriers 

of two natural universes! 

Even if they had the means bestowed by Emperor Yuanmingzhou, they couldn't contact Emperor 

Mingzhou in a short time! 

Besides! 

Su Lang wouldn't let them contact Yuan Mingzhou Emperor so easily. 

See you. 

The two half-step eternal guardians each took out a half set of strange formations. 

It is refined by Emperor Yuanmingzhou himself, and contains the time avenue, a treasure that can 

penetrate the time and space barriers of the natural universe to connect! 

After taking out the battlefield hurriedly. 

The two half-step eternal powerhouses immediately began to activate the formation, their facial 

features were about to shift with anxiety. 

But at this moment. 

"go with!" 

"Snatch them!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, and instantly gave instructions to the treasure hunting ancestral glider. 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider who was originally in the scourge of time and space was ordered, 

and did not hesitate to abandon time and space, turning around and rushing to those battles. 

The speed of the treasure hunting ancestral glider has reached a terrifying eternal level! 



The two half-step eternals almost didn't even see the phantom, the formation in front of them 

disappeared! 

"Disappeared!!" 

"Oh my God, that weird black flying squirrel with gold stripes is also interested in these formations!!" 

"It's over, we can't contact His Majesty Yuan Mingzhou!" 

"Quickly, notify the guards of the other eight time and space ports, let them contact His Majesty Yuan 

Mingzhou Emperor, and be prepared..." 

Chapter 2284: What kind of horror is there? 

The two and a half steps of the eternal strong were frightened, but helpless, they were almost vomiting 

blood. 

Immediately after. 

They quickly took out the communication treasure and wanted to contact the eight major time and 

space ports that were arranged hundreds of millions of light years away. 

"Hehe, don't raise a lesson!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth, making the treasure hunting ancestral flying attack again! 

then. 

As soon as the two half-step eternal powerhouses took out the messaging treasure, they were instantly 

taken away by the treasure hunting ancestral glider! 

"Ah!" 

"The communication treasure was also taken away!!" 

"Damn, damn!" 

"..." 

Two and a half steps eternally dumbfounded, and then roared angrily! 

But they know the seriousness of the matter and cannot just give up. 

therefore. 

The two immediately gave orders to their subordinates. 

Let countless warriors contact the warriors of the other eight time and space ports and pass the news! 

"Oh, it's a smart one." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately dispatched the treasure hunting ancestral glider to the rest of 

the time and space port to prevent those half-step eternal strong from contacting the Emperor 

Mingzhou! 
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Anyway, his treasure hunting ancestral glider can instantly go back and forth between the nine major 

time and space ports, so fast! 

And those half-step eternal powerhouses wanting to start the formation containing the avenue of time, 

it is not something that can be done with a breath or two. 

At least a dozen breaths! 

at this time. 

In a flash. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider appeared in the second time and space port. 

This time and space port also has two half-step eternal powerhouses. 

They were unbelievably unbelievable when they got the bad news about the Haunting Time and Airport, 

and they thought it was false news. 

But they immediately took out the formation left by Emperor Yuan Mingzhou and began to contact 

Emperor Yuan Mingzhou. 

however. 

Treasure hunting ancestral gliders are waiting for them to come out! 

As soon as these two half-step eternals took out the formation containing the avenue of time, they were 

immediately snatched by the treasure hunting ancestral glider. 

"What! Disappeared!" 

"Our cross-universe communication array!!!" 

"Ah, what is going on here!" 

"What kind of terrifying existence is eyeing our Yuanming universe?" 

"..." 

The two half-step eternal powerhouses were dumbfounded, looking at the place where the time avenue 

array disappeared, and they were directly stupid. 

The treasure hunting ancestral glider has already left and headed to the third time and space port! 

There are also two guardians of this time and space port. 

These two people have already started the cross-universe communication circle. 

But he was just getting started, he was snatched away by the treasure hunting ancestor flying, leaving 

only two eyes bursting, his face full of incredible half-step eternity. 

Use this method. 

Su Lang made the treasure hunting ancestral gliders appear in time and space ports. 



Take away all the cross-universe communication formations owned by the half-step eternal powerhouse 

in the nine major time and space ports! 

And this scene. 

In the place where he was also exiled, the immortal Emperor Zhou in the purple gold gourd was in sight. 

"Unbelievable!" 

"Your black gold-patterned flying squirrel, without the help of any transmission tool, can directly span 

countless light years and shuttle through time and space!" 

"Furthermore, you actually took away all the guarded cross-universal communication circles!" 

"..." 

Emperor Zhou's unbelievable open mouth, his eyes were full of horror. 

Notice. 

Although Emperor Yuan Mingzhou still has half an eternity under his command. 

But those who have the cross-universe communication formation are also the guardians of the nine time 

and space ports! 

Because this thing is not easy to refine! 

at this time. 

Yuanming Universe is basically cut off from Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

And the words of Emperor Yuanmingzhou unable to return to Yuanming universe. 

No one can stop the treasure hunting ancestral glider's pace! 

"so horrible!" 

"Such a shuttle distance, movement speed, and non-eternal realm can't even think about it!" 

Emperor Zhou shook his head, a trace of sadness flashed in his eyes. 

She seemed to have seen the scene where Yuanming Universe was devastated by the treasure hunting 

ancestor gliders. 

"It's just a small trick." 

"My treasure hunting ancestor glider has more than that." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, and began to let the treasure hunting ancestor gliders harm the body of the evil 

time and space. 

then. 

Ignoring all obstacles, the treasure hunting ancestral glider flew directly to the main body of the time 

and space port and began to scrape all kinds of treasures. 



The huge space-time harbor, suspended in the sky like a star ring, is terrifying in size! 

Chapter 2285: The airport is over 

however. 

Under the abnormal collection ability of the treasure hunting ancestral glider. 

This vast star-ring space-time harbor disappeared at a speed that was visible to the naked eye! 

It's almost like some invisible behemoth is opening its blood basin and eating it like biscuits. 

Boom, boom! 

The space-time port where a large number of parts were dug away by the treasure hunting ancestor 

gliders can no longer maintain the space-time passage to the fierce natural universe. 

After the violent shaking appeared. 

The space-time channel began to collapse, and extremely strong space-time fluctuations broke out. 

This is the aftermath of the power of time. 

Even if they were guarded by two half-step eternal class guards, they didn't dare to resist, they could 

only escape far away! 

Those warriors who are closer to the time and space port, but have relatively weak cultivation bases, 

almost instantly disappeared in the power of the time avenue! 

In some moments, they lived through billions of years and died of old age on the spot. 

Others instantly regained their age, their powers madly spilled, and finally returned to the "seeds of 

life"! 

"It's over!!" 

"The time and space port is over!" 

"Xin Ming Shi Kong Kong is over, we still can't contact His Majesty Yuan Ming Zhou, this, what can we 

do!" 

"The **** mysterious force unexpectedly attacked us shamelessly while our Majesty Zhou was away!" 

"..." 

Two and a half-step guards of the Eternal Realm were flushed, like pig livers, their lungs were almost 

exploding! 

Simultaneously. 

A trace of fear also appeared in their hearts. 

from their perspective. 

Those who dare to do something about Yuanming Universe must be the existence of Eternal Realm! 
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Now that Emperor Yuanmingzhou is not here, if an eternal realm powerhouse intrudes into Yuanming 

universe, they will almost certainly die in these half-steps of eternity! 

"How to do!" 

"Are we going to sit and wait to die!?" 

"No, quickly think of a way!" 

"..." 

Two and a half-step eternal strong men are anxious like ants on a hot pot! 

It's not just them. 

The half-step eternal guardians of the other eight time and space ports are equally anxious, but helpless, 

and fear and terror breed in their hearts. 

at this time. 

The ferocious superstar, the black hole-like space-time channel in the sky was completely annihilated, 

and the space-time port itself was decomposed and dug away by the treasure hunting ancestor glider! ! 

This consumes countless efforts of Emperor Yuanming Zhou and countless resources of Yuanming 

Universe to create a space-time port, and at this time it has completely entered Su Lang's storage space. 

"One of the nine time-space ports, it's over!!" 

Emperor Emperor Zhou couldn't help shaking as he watched this scene. 

and this. 

It's just the beginning! 

"Go, go to the next time and space port! Xianming time and space port!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and he directly dispatched the treasure hunting ancestral 

flying to the Xianming Time and Space Port, and began the road of "forced demolition"! 

"Squeak!" 

The treasure hunting ancestral flying screams excitedly, collecting all the materials on the body of this 

time and space port. 

"Stop him!!" 

"Kill Him! At all costs!!" 

"..." 

The half-step eternal powerhouse on this Xian Ming Time Airport has lessons from the past and is ready 

to deal with it! 

Under the orders of two half-step eternal guardians. 



Countless strong men form a human wall, surrounding time and space. 

Various forces have formed countless kinds of barriers, and hope that there is a kind that can restrain 

the treasure hunting ancestral glider and block him! 

however. 

Everything is in vain! 

"Come on, shine on them!!" 

Su Lang smiled softly, and the treasure hunting ancestral glider flew directly into the crowd and began to 

**** everything frantically. 

Those warriors. 

Anyone who dares to take out any treasures will be snatched by the treasure hunting ancestral gliders! 

Even the clothes you wear, as long as they are not ordinary things, are all taken away! 

Suddenly. 

Countless warriors have become naked 

—— Including the two half-step eternal guards of Xianming Time and Kongport! 

"Damn, he has no signs of being blocked at all!" 

"What the **** is this? Why can I **** my blood-recognizing treasure instantly!?" 

"My clothes, I spent countless treasures to refine them!" 

"He has gone to Shikonggang, it's over, the spacetime port itself has disappeared!" 

"..." 

The countless looted warriors were terrified, and then looked desperately at the treasure hunting 

ancestor gliders eroding the time and space! 

They are extremely angry, extremely resentful, but there is no way. 

Chapter 2286: What, you have to break through again 

"Haha." 

"I like the way you hate me, but helpless!" 

"When I finish robbing the space-time port, I still have to attack your planet!" 

Su Lang watched the scenes in the vision of the treasure hunting ancestor glider, and a hint of joy 

flashed in his eyes. 

Next. 

time flies. 
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And treasure hunting ancestral gliders are faster! 

In a short time. 

He successively harmed six time and space ports. 

Six entire space-time channels of the natural universe were annihilated! 

Countless treasures of heaven, material and earth have entered Su Lang's storage space and piled up 

into mountains, and even the mainland! ! 

"Six time and space ports!" 

"Really no one can stop that weird flying squirrel!" 

The Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang, with endless stormy waves and feelings of anger rising in his heart. 

Simultaneously. 

For Su Lang, she also had a trace of fear. 

This man is really terrible. 

Only half an eternity is now, and the natural and cosmic scourge of others has been rendered powerless! 

If you really cultivate to the eternal state, how terrible would it be? 

"how?" 

"Now believe that I can kill Emperor Yuan Mingzhou?" 

Su Lang noticed the strange look of Emperor Zhou, and smiled faintly. 

"Humph!" 

"Even if you have all kinds of wonders, all kinds of extraordinary." 

"But, your hope is still not high, you have too little time available!" 

Emperor Zhou snorted softly, don't go too far. 

"It seems that you have admitted my potential." 

"However, in terms of time, I have enough time!" 

"No, I'm going to break through again!!" 

A light smile was drawn at the corner of Su Lang's mouth, and he sat down on the spot under the 

trembling eyes of Emperor Zhou! 

Yes! 

All of his cultivating villains have turned golden. 

The sea of cultivation has no upper limit, and during this time, a large amount of cultivation has been 

accumulated. 



at this time. 

Su Lang's cultivation in the sea of cultivation is enough to condense stronger time rules and break 

through a higher realm! 

"What, you have to break through again!" 

"This... how is this possible!" 

"It has only been a few days since I entered this time flow training dojo!" 

"If it is calculated in terms of outside time, it is even more terrible. It is estimated that it has only been 

more than 20 breaths in the past!!" 

"He clearly broke through to the Jiuyan Prime Beginning Realm not long ago, how could he break 

through again!?" 

"..." 

Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang dumbfounded, his whole three views were rubbed on the ground to 

powder... 

at the same time. 

"system!" 

"Give me a more advanced time rule!!" 

Su Lang thought, and immediately issued instructions to the system! 

"Ding! Start to understand the rules of time!" 

The system prompt sounded, and suddenly, the more mysterious time rules appeared in Su Lang's soul. 

This is exactly the time rule of Half-Step Eternal Realm! ! 

Such a difficult and obscure time rule. 

If it is the ordinary Jiuyan Taichu, most of them will not be able to comprehend it until the seemingly 

endless life span is exhausted! 

But in Su Lang's place, the comprehension was completed instantly! 

But after half a step of understanding the time rules of the Eternal Realm, in the mysterious black space, 

the cultivator is still golden all over! 

this means. 

Su Lang can continue to consume his cultivation base and improve his realm! 

"Half a step in the eternal state, here I am!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed, and he gave the instruction again, "System, give me a breakthrough!" 

"Ding! Start breaking through!" 



The system prompts the voice to fall. 

The golden villain turned pure white almost instantly. 

In an instant, countless cultivation bases poured into Su Lang's body. 

These cultivation bases merged with the time rules previously understood, and gradually merged into 

the two wind system life universes in the legs! 

Soon. 

The time rules and cultivation bases of the two wind system life universes are beginning to spread 

toward the surroundings! 

Not only the nearby crystal wall cells. 

There are also the eight life universes in front, as well as the crystal wall cells that have integrated the 

rules of time, all have begun to be tainted by the half-step eternal time rules! 

One, two, three... 

When this process is over. 

In Su Lang's body, ten life universes, twenty-five half-step eternal crystal wall worlds, and more crystal 

wall worlds have successively possessed the power of half-step eternal time profound meaning! 

And the number of these crystal wall cells has exceeded one hundred gai! ! 

Chapter 2287: Breakthrough, half-step eternal state 

One hundred gai crystal wall world. 

This number has surpassed countless half-step eternal strong men. 

The crystal wall cells of those half-step eternals may only be tens of gai! 

But for Su Lang, this number is only a small part. 

Because his body at the beginning at this time has a full 66,000 gai of crystal wall cells! 

One hundred gai, just one-sixth-sixth-hundredth! 

It was also because Su Lang had too many crystal wall cells. 

As a result, he doesn't need to be like the rest of the primordial primaries, he needs to be integrated 

into the regular crystal wall cells to reach the total number in order to break a realm. 

The number of crystal wall cells that Su Lang broke through one realm fusion rule was equal to many 

crystal wall cells that broke through several realms in the beginning. 

However, the number of crystal wall cells is so large that it is bursting. 

It also means that Su Lang's potential at this time has only shown a small part. 
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When his entire crystal wall world has completed the fusion of time rules, he will release all his combat 

power! 

At that time. 

Its regular level must break through to the realm of eternity! 

of course. 

For Su Lang. 

What matters at this time is the Avenue of Time. 

Once the cultivation base is sufficient, the time avenue must be condensed first, and then the life 

universe and crystal wall universe must be improved. 

As long as there is a time avenue. 

He can compete with Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

There is no time avenue, and once you encounter Emperor Yuanmingzhou head-on, you will be forced 

out of the clone to replace death! 

At this moment. 

A whole hundred gai of crystal wall cells are integrated into the half-step eternal time rule. 

Su Lang suddenly burst into a breakthrough wave, sweeping tens of millions of miles! 

"Breakthrough!" 

"My realm has finally reached the true half-step eternal realm!!" 

Su Lang opened his closed eyes, an astonishing light flashed! 

"Really breakthrough!" 

"Su Lang, he really broke through to the half-step eternal state in less than three days after breaking 

through the Jiuyan primordial stage!!" 

"This, it is against the common sense of the natural universe!" 

"Abnormal, evildoer, incredible!!" 

Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang whose aura changed drastically, his whole body was shocked and his 

brain went blank! 

Her three views, which were rubbed over and over again by Su Lang, were hit again and again, making 

her directly suspect that the world doubted life! 

at the same time. 

Su Lang has brought up his own attribute panel! 

[Name]: Su Lang 



[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Half-step eternity 

[Attack level]: Half-step eternity++++ 

[Defensive level]: Half-step eternal +++ 

[Shenfa level]: Half-step eternal +++ 

[Endurance level]: Half-step eternal +++ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Pure Nirvana +++ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Infinite Profound 

Meaning" (eternal level, founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 51), one-key martial arts function (level 

51), clone dispatch function (level 50), one-key treasure hunt function (level 50), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refining array function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 25), one-key enhancement function 

(level 11), one Key decomposition function (no level) 

"Tsk tut!" 

"So many pluses!" 

"If you continue to upgrade the crystal wall cells, these plus signs will definitely become infinite 

symbols!" 

Su Lang looked at his attribute panel, a satisfied smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

His strength has reached this level. 

The strength of the clones is also rising! 

Even if the ‘Hundred Shadow Clone’ function is used, one clone becomes one hundred Shadow Clone, 

these Clone also have half-step Eternal Realm combat power! 

In other words. 

Su Lang now has a full 15,000 half-step eternal shadow clones! 

Fifteen thousand! 

Five-digit half-step eternal! 

Those senior eternal bosses who keep this exaggerated figure will be dumbfounded! ! 

"Half-step Eternal Realm clone!" 

"I don't know if after I swallow all the clones, the regular-level combat power can break through the 

almost impossible barrier and reach the eternal state!?" 



Su Lang's eyes flashed with eager light. 

But he finally dispelled the idea. 

At this critical moment, you must always maintain a avatar that can replace death, just in case! 

It was also a breakthrough in Su Lang. 

The emperor Zhou was shocked and trembling. 

Yuanming in the universe. 

The helpless half-step eternals finally figured out a way to send a signal to Emperor Yuanmingzhou! 

Chapter 2288: Use death to alert Yuan Mingzhou Emperor 

This way is 

--suicide! ! 

Yes, the lives of many powerful men under Yuan Mingzhou's command are extremely closely related to 

him. 

Basically everyone's life is completely controlled by Emperor Yuanmingzhou. 

Through this connection. 

Emperor Yuanmingzhou could perceive their state. 

Of course, the time and space barriers between the two natural universes cannot be easily perceived. 

Only death. 

Only then will Yuan Mingzhou emperor feel it! 

And it's not the death of ordinary subordinates. 

It must take half a step of the death of an eternal realm powerhouse, that kind of real and complete 

death, before the two barriers of time and space in the natural universe can be induced by Emperor 

Yuanmingzhou! 

At this moment. 

Yuanming in the universe. 

One by one half-step Eternal Realm powerhouse gathered on a very hidden planet, the look was 

extremely ugly! 

They used all means. 

There is no way to stop Su Lang's treasure hunt Ancestral Flying! 

At this time, the treasure hunting ancestral flying man was carrying out a tragic demolition and 

plundering of the seventh space-time port. 
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"Damn, is there really no way?" 

"Do we really want to use our own death to attract the attention of Emperor Yuanmingzhou?" 

"This can only be done. Our Yuanming Universe has been targeted by a mysterious and powerful force. 

We must alert His Majesty Yuanmingzhou as soon as possible!" 

"No, not only Yuanming Universe, there are other nine natural universes that belong to His Majesty 

Yuanmingzhou Emperor, that mysterious and powerful force wants to swallow our ten natural universes 

together!" 

"Damn it, who is it, it's too despicable, too shameless!" 

"Hurry up, none of us want to die, we can only decide through lottery!" 

"..." 

A total of twenty-nine half-step eternal strong men's expressions are pale, gritted teeth, full of 

resentment and fear! 

They hate treasure hunting ancestral gliders so much. 

But there is no way to kill it. 

At this time, it must be at the cost of life to alert Emperor Yuanmingzhou to return to Yuanming 

Universe in time to prevent disaster. 

at this time. 

An eternal strong man took out a round tripod in half a step. 

The eyes of the rest trembled suddenly, and it was time to decide life and death! 

"This tripod!" 

The eagle-nosed man said solemnly, "There are twenty-eight black **** and one red ball. Those who 

touch the red ball can only die..." 

Everyone looked at each other, and then checked Yuanding with ugly faces to confirm that they were 

correct. 

This round tripod can block all means of perception. 

Even the half-step Eternal Realm strong person is absolutely unable to explore and perceive its interior. 

The black ball and the red ball inside are nothing unusual. 

"Since there are no objections." 

"Then let's start, I will come first!" 

The eagle-nosed man nodded slightly, and then put his hand into the round tripod. 

"call......" 



The half-step eternal powerhouse all stared at the hook-nosed man, each one was short of breath and 

extremely nervous. 

at this time. 

The man with a hook nose resolutely grabbed a ball, took it out, and presented it in front of everyone. 

result. 

In a flash. 

Everyone was stunned. 

It's the red ball! 

"I......" 

The eyes of the man with a hook nose burst open, his face twitched, and his pupils were trembling. 

"Ah this!" 

"Ah this..." 

"Yes... the red ball!" 

The rest of the eternal powerhouse was incomparably stunned, and didn't know what to say. 

can only say. 

This half-step eternal powerhouse with a hooked nose is really **** mildew. 

The one who touches the ball first has the least chance of touching the red ball, but he missed it... 

"Goooo..." 

The man with the hook nose swallowed in disbelief, he couldn't believe the facts in front of him! 

"Brother Eagle, according to the rules...you are going to commit suicide!" 

"Brother Eagle, don't worry, your wife and daughter, I will take care of you!" 

"Yes, you can rest assured, maybe Emperor Yuanmingzhou can bring you back to life!" 

"Brother Eagle, thank you!" 

"..." 

Every half-step is eternal, you say one by one, and the look at the man with the hook nose is very 

complicated. 

"I, I...go, go!" 

The death crisis of the man with the hook nose enveloped his body, and his voice began to tremble! 

But he has nothing to do! 



In the remaining half of the eternal strong gaze. 

The man with the hook nose left everything he could. 

Chapter 2289: The surprise of Emperor Yuanmingzhou 

Such as the universe of life. 

Such as Crystal Wall World. 

For example, your own weapons, treasures treasured for countless years... 

Immediately after. 

"what--!!" 

"Your Majesty Yuan Mingzhou, avenge me!" 

With a disintegrating roar, the eagle-nosed man rushed out of the planet into the void in an instant! 

The next moment! 

"boom--!!" 

The red light bloomed, endless blood spilled into the void, 

A half-step eternal strong man was just so forced to explode in place by Su Lang's treasure hunting 

ancestor glider! 

at the same time! 

The boundless universe, in the Tianxuan continent. 

Deep underground, in the sea of energy transformed by the thick center of the earth! 

The three-color vortex of gold, red and white is still running wildly! 

Wearing a secluded black brocade robe, the Emperor Mingzhou with long snow-white hair worked hard 

to practice the origin of the universe, forming a small gou jade floating around him. 

suddenly! 

He opened his eyes violently, and a hint of surprise flashed. 

"what!?" 

"A half-step eternal subordinate has fallen!?" 

"It's a half-step eternal warrior who guards the time and space in My Yuanming Universe." 

"Could it be that an Eternal Realm has learned the location of my Yuanming universe and invaded my 

Yuanming universe!?" 

"No, it's not right, only one person died. I'm afraid it was not an eternal invasion." 

"Could it be that the guy tried to comprehend the Avenue of Time, but failed and fell?" 
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"Well, it's even more likely." 

"Now the reverse refining of the Tianxuan Continent is a critical moment, let's see the situation..." 

"Maybe they will contact me soon using the cross-universe communication circle." 

Thinking about this, Emperor Yuanmingzhou closed his eyes again, and tried his best to reverse the 

origin of the universe and form the core origins of the universe. 

Although Emperor Yuanmingzhou misjudged his lair, nothing major happened. 

But he was still vigilant, ready to finish the matter quickly and return to his lair. 

then. 

Emperor Yuanming Zhou did not immediately return to Yuanming Universe. 

That extremely unlucky hook nose half-step eternal man, gave his life in vain... 

at the same time. 

In the land of exile. 

"Hey, another time and space port was demolished, great!" 

Su Lang watched the treasure hunting ancestor fly completely demolishing the seventh space-time port 

of Yuanming Universe, and suddenly smiled. 

Immediately after. 

He immediately dispatched the treasure hunting ancestral glider to the eighth time and space port, like 

entering no man's land, and madly demolishing! 

Countless treasures continuously appear in the storage space, gradually accumulating into continents 

after another! 

at this time. 

"Su Lang, don't be too proud." 

"The strong under Emperor Yuanmingzhou must still have a way to contact him." 

"Soon, Emperor Yuanming Zhou will return to Yuanming universe and get rid of your weird flying 

squirrel." 

The immortal Emperor Zhou's cold voice came. 

She lost any hope for Emperor Yuanmingzhou, and her heart turned into broken ice. 

But watching Yuanming Universe in his hometown was harmed by Su Lang, it was still very heartache. 

Seeing Su Lang so proud. 

She ran out to pour cold water. 



"Oh?" 

"Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou will return to Yuan Ming universe soon?" 

"Haha, it doesn't matter, he can't kill my treasure hunting ancestral glider anyway." 

Su Lang heard the words of Emperor Zhou, a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

"joke!" 

"No matter how weird your treasure hunting ancestral glider is, it is definitely not a true opponent of 

the eternal realm!" 

Emperor Zhou sneered, but there was a groan in his heart. 

she knows. 

Su Lang never speaks big words. 

Every imaginary rhetoric he said became a fact in the end! 

therefore. 

Hearing that Su Lang said so confidently that Emperor Yuanmingzhou could not kill the treasure hunting 

ancestor flying, Emperor Zhou had actually believed it. 

Waves of stormy waves beat her heart, destroying her cognition. 

"Tsk tut." 

"You believe it or not." 

"I am really interested in those half-step eternal ways to contact Yuan Mingzhou Emperor." 

"Without the cross-universe communication formation, what method would they use to alert the 

Emperor Mingzhou? Could it be...life?" 

"Yes, it should be life, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou can perceive their life and death!" 

Su Lang whispered faintly, a smile flashed in his eyes. 

Chapter 2290: Too much 

"life!" 

"They...will wake up Emperor Yuan Mingzhou with their lives!" 

"you you......" 

After listening to Su Lang's speculation, Emperor Immortal Zhou's pupils trembled, and he felt a great 

horror from Su Lang. 

This man. 

Without personally entering the Yuanming universe, he killed half of the eternity! ! 
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This is terrible! 

suddenly. 

Su Lang let out a soft sigh. 

Emperor Zhou's eyes fixed on him. 

"what a pity." 

"These half-steps of eternity did not personally die in my hands..." 

"Even if they will leave their inheritance and die, they will eventually be acquired by me, but... still lose 

some treasures." 

Su Lang sighed slightly, and shook his head helplessly. 

"You, you......!" 

Seeing this scene, the Emperor Zhou was immediately sluggish and speechless. 

This man. 

Easily forced to death the half-step eternity in Yuanming Universe. I am still not satisfied, even thinking 

about other people's legacy! ? 

Too much, just too much! 

"Well." 

"Next, Emperor Yuanming Zhou will probably return to Yuanming Universe." 

"If this is the case, I can go to the Heavenly Jade Continent to take a closer look!" 

"I don't know what Emperor Yuan Mingzhou has done to the Heavenly Jade Continent, huh, revenge 

from him in time." 

Su Lang touched his chin, with a slight excitement in his voice. 

"This man, he succeeded!" 

"In order to attack the enemy and save it, lead Yuan Mingzhou away!" 

"However, if you don't solve the root of the problem of Emperor Mingzhou, everything is in vain!" 

The Immortal Emperor Zhou looked at Su Lang tremblingly, with a complex look in his eyes, with horror, 

resentment, sneer, admiration... 

At this time. 

"Emperor Yuan Ming Zhou will return to Yuan Ming universe, he will definitely produce huge time and 

space fluctuations." 

"It's time to send a clone to stare at the Heavenly Jade Continent!" 



Su Lang thought, and with a thought, he sent a Baiying clone to the vicinity of the Tianxuan continent. 

He was not afraid that Emperor Yuan Mingzhou would find his own Hundred Shadow clone. 

Because he knew that he was just a small ant in the eyes of Emperor Yuanmingzhou, at best it was a 

disease of moss scabies. 

In the case of problems in the old nest, Emperor Yuan Mingzhou will definitely return to the old nest 

first. 

Next. 

Su Lang began to practice exercises while accumulating cultivation base. 

These days. 

He has completed all the basic exercises he has obtained. 

Three powerful supernatural powers, such as the "Tianyan Tong", "Tianzu Tong", and "Tian Er Tong" of 

Buddhism, have been mastered! 

In addition. 

Those lower levels, such as Godless, Great Emperor, Martial Emperor... and other levels of exercises 

have not been spared, and they have all been practiced! 

so far. 

Su Lang has practiced more than 50 million exercises! 

Because it also contains some techniques that the treasure hunting ancestral flying has just collected 

from the source of the Ming universe. 

These exercises are roughly similar to the exercises of the boundless universe, but each has its own 

merits. 

After the practice, Su Lang mastered the profound meaning of the exercise more perfect. 

And this time. 

He is already practicing the "Shenjingtong" from Tianmi Buddhism! 

Shenjingtong is an upgraded version of Tianzutong, a real half-step eternal magical power! 

With the use of Shen Jingtong, you can show up wherever you want anchor points. 

There are many forms of anchor points. Basically, with a little connection to the user, they can be 

directly transmitted! 

This perverted supernatural power can, to a certain extent, make up for Su Lang's ‘duplicate 

replacement’ function. 

after all. 

The replacement of the clone must exchange positions with the clone. 



The place where the "Shenjingtong" can go does not need to have a clone. 

The key is. 

After the ‘Shen Jingtong’ practice is completed, the clone can also be used. 

This can further enhance the ‘Clone Dispatch’ function! ! 

"The difficulty of the eternal realm is great." 

"I don't know how many days it will take to finish the practice?" 

Su Lang touched his chin, thinking like this, and didn't know if this idea was known by other eternal 

realm bosses, would he just spit out a bit of blood? 

People practice the exercises for hundreds of millions of years. 

Do you use the sky? 

Still make people live? 

 


